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Although the use of microbial tracers has been instrumental
in developing a better understanding of groundwater movement in many types of aquifers (1, 17, 34, 141, 149, 189,
190, 239), the importance of studying the transport behavior
of the microorganisms themselves is now very apparent.
This is due largely to an increasing dependence on limited
and fragile groundwater resources. In particular, widespread
contamination of shallow drinking-water aquifers by microbial pathogens and chemical wastes has led to increased
interest in the factors that control subsurface microbial
transport. The movement of nonindigenous bacteria, viruses,
and protozoa through aquifers has been a public health
concern in the United States (see chapter 71), where
inadvertent contamination of water supply wells by microbial pathogens contributes significantly to the total number
of waterborne disease outbreaks (139). Deliberate additions
of nonindigenous populations of bacteria to organically
contaminated aquifer sediments are now conducted to
enhance in situ bioremediation rates in laboratory- and fieldscale bioaugmentation experiments (191, 194, 210, 237,
238) and to increase oil recovery from less transmissive
zones by selective bacterial plugging of more permeable
strata (see chapter 70). The success of bioaugmentation can
depend as much on the ability of the introduced microorganisms to reach the contaminants as on in situ survival
and factors affecting contaminant bioavailability (204a)
such as its pore-scale distribution (71) and diffusion limitations (72). Transport properties of introduced bacteria in
groundwater can play major roles in the transmission of
some waterborne diseases (21), in the success of microbially
enhanced oil recovery processes (39, 94, 138), in the mobility of surface-active or hydrophobic groundwater contaminants (38, 96, 115, 132), in pore clogging (14, 226), and in
the potential subsurface dissemination of genetically engineered bacteria for biorestoration (220). However, many of
the factors controlling subsurface microbial transport are
still poorly understood.
To better study the controls of microbial transport, it has
been necessary to improve available methodology for investigating microbial transport behavior in the laboratory and in
the field. The many physical, chemical, and biological
factors that affect microbial transport through aquifer
materials (75) have necessitated refinement of techniques,
allowing observations under more controlled experimental
conditions. In this chapter, laboratory and field techniques

for studying microbial transport behavior in aquifer materials and model porous media are described and discussed.
FIELD VERSUS LABORATORY STUDIES
Although most studies delineating the controls of subsurface microbial transport are performed in the laboratory,
advances in our understanding of microbial transport
behavior would clearly benefit from an iterative approach
that combines laboratory and field investigation (Fig. 1).
Column studies provide a greater degree of control and,
therefore, are useful for providing detailed mechanistic information about specific processes affecting microbial
transport. Also, columns can be designed to more nearly
meet initial boundary conditions from microbial transport
models. However, they cannot account for the combined
effects of the various controls that govern microbial
mobility in situ. There are many factors, in addition to the
hydrological characteristics of the aquifer itself, which control the movement of microorganisms in groundwater. For
bacteria, these biotic and abiotic factors include growth,
predation by protists, possible parasitism by bacteriophage,
motility, lysis under unfavorable conditions, changes in cell
size and propensity for attachment to solid surfaces in
response to alterations in nutrient conditions, spore formation in some gram-positive species, reversible and irreversible attachment to solid surfaces, detachment from surfaces, aggregation, and straining (75). Many of these processes are interrelated through other factors, poorly understood, and/or difficult to describe mathematically. Therefore, it is desirable to combine laboratory experiments,
which allow better delineation of individual processes, with
field studies, which provide a framework in which the
applicability of laboratory-derived results can be evaluated
under natural conditions.
Flow-through column experiments have provided useful
and detailed information on many processes governing microbial transport behavior (Table 1). However, it is difficult
to extrapolate laboratory results back to the subsurface
environment for several reasons. First, the unavoidable
destruction of secondary pore structure that results from
manual or mechanical repacking of unsaturated or saturated
subsurface materials substantively diminishes microbial
transport (80, 207). Hydrodynamic dispersion, which is
small (i.e., a few centimeters) and therefore relatively
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FIGURE 1 Integrated field and laboratory experimental approach
to investigating the transport behavior of microorganisms in
groundwater environments.

unimportant to microbial transport at the column scale
(224), can be very large (i.e., many meters) in field-scale
experiments (124). Finally, flow velocities used in columns
are usually much higher than those commonly observe in
the field (<1 m • day-1). This is largely because pumps
typically employed in column experiments cannot deliver
accurately and steadily at very low volumetric flow rates.
Such disparities in flow can affect the number of attachment
opportunities and the thickness of the hydrodynamic boundary layers (the zone of lower-velocity water immediately
adjacent to grain surfaces). Indeed, even modest (e.g.,
several fold) changes in flow velocity significantly affect
the degrees of immobilization (30, 32, 60, 85) and pore-size
exclusion (32) to which bacteria are subject in saturated
porous media. Although one cannot extrapolate microbial
transport potential determined from column studies directly
to the field-scale, deposition parameters calculated from
experiments with small flow-through columns containing
sediments collected from a number of different points in a
granular aquifer may still be useful for predictions of fieldscale transport by using a probabilistic model (24).
BIOLOGICAL AND
PHYSICOCHEMICAL FACTORS
Chemical Considerations
It has been shown that subtle differences in groundwater
and/or surface chemistry can substantively affect the magnitude of microbial transport through aquifer sediments and
the reversibility of microbial attachment (169). Therefore, in
comparing the apparent transport behavior of microorganisms in small-scale field or laboratory studies, it is
important to separate out the effects of intentional and/or
unintentional differences in chemistry.
It may be important to account for or control bacterial
growth during subsurface transport in injection and recovery
experiments. Uncontaminated aquifers are generally
extremely oligotrophic. Consequently, bacterial growth in
groundwater is generally very slow (5) and difficult to
measure accurately by available methods (77). However,
substantive bacterial growth can occur during transport
downgradient in small-scale transport experiments as a re-

sult of the inadvertent introduction of dissolved organic
matter (DOM) during injection into aquifers that are
limited with respect to carbon. The introduction of labile
DOM is particularly problematic when cultured bacteria
are used as an inoculum, because it is difficult to stop
residual broth nutrients and bacterial metabolites and
lysates from contaminating the injectate. Inadvertent
contamination with DOM during the introduction of
cultured isolates may be lessened by a priori resuspension
in non-growth medium (42). Also, it is helpful to monitor
changes in abundance over the experimental time course of
labeled bacteria in collected samples held at the in situ
temperature (76).
Changes in ionic strength (I) during transport studies
may occur inadvertently as a result of using halides as conservative tracers and may lead to density-induced sinking
of the tracer cloud (159). Substantive increases in I because
of injection of high concentrations of halide tracers can also
result in overestimations of microbial attachment. The general observations of increasing attachment with increasing I
may be predicted from the extended (228) DerjaguinLandau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory of colloid stability (192), because the microorganisms and surfaces employed are both negatively charged at the pH at which most
microbial transport studies are run and the interactions are
largely electrostatic. The observation of increased attachment to grain surfaces with increasing I was well documented for viruses by the mid-1970s (50, 123, 235) and for
bacteria in porous media by the 1990s (see references 30,
46, 55, 64, 99, 153, and 216). However, there may be
exceptions. For example, adhesion to negatively charged
glass of a positively charged (pHIEP = 11) clinical isolate,
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia 70401, was shown to decrease with increasing I within the range of 0.001 to 1 M
(109). Changes in the extent of bacterial attachment in
aquifer sediments in response to substantive changes in I
should be most pronounced where the initial I is low. For
many aquifers, particularly those used as sources of potable
water, I can be ≤10-3 M (see e.g., reference 198), and considerable care must be taken when adding salts as tracers
during injection and recovery experiments. In such
aquifers, deuterated (183) or tritiated (151) water might be
considered as alternative hydrologic tracers. Finally, it is
important to avoid addition of salts containing bivalent
cations, because bacterial attachment to granular media is
very sensitive to their presence (203).
Physiological Considerations
It is becoming more evident that the manner in which
microorganisms are handled prior to an injection and recovery test can affect their subsequent transport behavior in
the aquifer. It is important to recognize that a number of
transport-determining bacterial characteristics (e.g., cell
size, hydrophobicity, motility, and exopolymer production)
can be affected by nutrient availability prior to introduction
of the microorganisms to granular media (82). Changes in
nutrient conditions can also be accompanied by alterations
in amounts of storage molecules such as poly-βhydroxybutyrate (166) and glycogen (144), which can
affect buoyant density (73). Substantive differences in both
specific gravity and cell size between near-neutral buoyant
(≤1.02 g • cm-1) uncultured groundwater bacteria (81) and
cultured groundwater isolates (81, 231) have been reported.
Therefore, it is not surprising that broth-grown microorganisms reintroduced into a carbon-limited aquifer

can exhibit temporal changes in transport behavior during
readaptation (79).
When cultured groundwater populations are used, it is
desirable to maintain in situ characteristics to the greatest
extent possible. This may be facilitated by growth under
conditions that mimic the environment from which the
microbes were isolated. For example, it has been demonstrated that growing groundwater flagellates within porous
media (sieved aquifer sediments) under nutrient and pH
conditions similar to those of the aquifer from which they
came results in cells similar in size to those found in situ (R.
W. Harvey, N. Mayberry, N. E. Kinner, D. W. Metge, and
G. Novarino, unpublished data). Flagellates grown in this
manner exhibited different transport behavior from those
grown in high-nutrient liquid media. Another method of preadapting cultured bacteria to in situ conditions is starvation
prior to reintroduction (82). In a forced gradient test involving a sandy aquifer in Oyster, Va., this was accomplished by a priori suspension for 72 h in artificial groundwater devoid of organic carbon (42). It is also important to
recognize that even the growth phase can affect the surface
characteristics and attachment behavior of a bacterium in
granular media. For example, it has been shown that
Pseudomonas aeruginosa Olin in the stationary phase exhibits an increased ζ (zeta) potential and increased attachment to dolomite in comparison with its behavior during
logarithmic growth or decay phases (66).
Using whole communities of uncultured indigenous bacteria that have been concentrated directly from the zone in
which the experiment is to be run can lessen physiological
changes during transport through the aquifer. Using microorganisms that are already adapted to aquifer conditions can
preclude interpretation problems resulting from physiologyinduced changes in transport behavior. Bacteria may be
concentrated from groundwater by dewatering techniques
involving continuous-flow centrifugation or tangential-flow
filtration and subsequently labeled for reinjection. An advantage of tangential-flow filtration is that the apparatus is
field portable, allowing on-site concentration of aquifer
microorganisms. A modified version of a commercially
available microtubule-type tangential flow device (Fig. 2)
was found to have a higher efficiency for concentrating bacteria from organically contaminated groundwater than did
either the parallel sheet-type tangential-flow device or the
continuous-flow centrifuge (121).
Strain Detection
Several flow through column studies with bacteria have
employed plate count procedures for detection of unlabeled
bacteria appearing in the eluent (see, e.g., references 32, 60,
and 118). The advantage of plate-counting procedures is
simplicity. The use of antibiotic-resistant bacteria in column
experiments allows their detection on antibiotic containing
media, which greatly enhances detection specificity. Other
means of differential plate counts involve bacteria that
produce degradation products of organic contaminants that
react with a tetrazolium dye. The latter method was used for
the enumeration of Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b in a
methane-amended, unsaturated soil column involving vinyl
chloride treatment (65). The disadvantage of plate counting
is that it detects only the fraction of the total recovered population that readily grows on solid media. Also, changes in
culturability during the experimental time course can hamper interpretation of plate count data.

To differentiate "test" microorganisms from indigenous
subsurface populations and/or from other inadvertently introduced populations, microorganisms used in laboratory or
in situ transport tests are typically labeled a priori with a
stable tag. A number of field studies involving the subsurface transport of bacteria have employed DNA-specific
fluorescent stains (fluorochromes)(76, 78, 80, 240). Ideally,
the tags will not affect the transport behavior of the organism over the time frame of the injection and recovery experiment. Labeling the bacterial populations with the fluorochrome 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), which is
known to hamper bacterial metabolism (165), retards growth
and provides a long-lived (month-long) fluorescent tag in
field transport studies (76). DAPI does not appear to affect
bacterial attachment or transport behavior in aquifer sediments, at least over the short term (36, 120). However,
several other fluorochromes, such as 2,7-diamino-10-ethyl-9phenyl-phenanthridinium bromide (ethidium bromide), 3,6bis(dimethylamino)acridinium chloride (acridine orange),
and (2'-(4-hydroxylphenyl)-5-(4-methyl-1-piperazinyl)-2,5'bi-1-H-benzimidazole (Hoechst 33258), can affect substantively the attachment of bacteria with sand grain surfaces
(120). Therefore, when using a fluorochrome to label bacteria in subsurface transport experiments, it is a good idea to
ascertain its effect on cell surface properties a priori. It is
still unclear what effects DAPI may have on subsurface bacterial transport in longer term, field-scale experiments. Hydroethidine, a vital eukaryotic stain (59), was used in lieu of
DAPI, which is detrimental to protists, to label the nanoflagellate Spumella guttula Kent in a month-long subsurface
transport study (79). More recently, a vital prokaryotic staining procedure involving 5,6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate
succinimidyl ester (CFDA/SE) was developed and used in
the labeling of the groundwater isolate Comamonas sp. strain
DA001 for transport studies (58). It was reported that
CFDA/SE labeled strain DA001 for up to 28 days without
adversely affecting its physiology or transport (58).
Genetic alterations that confer considerable detection
sensitivity in addition to providing a unique "marker" may
be useful in identifying specific bacteria in field transport
studies. To date, the testing of genetically altered bacteria
was done largely at the column scale. Genetic modifications
that result in the production of green fluorescent protein
(GFP) have been used successfully in bacterial transport
studies involving flow through columns (29). GFP,
originally isolated from the jellyfish Aequorea victoria (33),
has a maximum absorption of 395 and 509 nm. GFPmodified bacteria can be detected using luminescence spectrophotometry at a detection limit of ~105 cells (29),
although flow cytometry may facilitate more sensitive enumerations in the future (188). The utility of the GFP method
may be enhanced by using mutant gfp genes, which
ameliorate several difficulties associated with the wild-type
gfp (e.g., low fluorescence intensity and the long delay between protein synthesis and initiation of fluorescence)
(152). To track several bacterial populations concurrently, it
may be possible to utilize the red-shifted GFP (52, 56),
yellow fluorescent protein (205), or blue fluorescent protein
(112, 167). The advantage of GFP-based identification over
the below-described lux system is that the gfp gene does not
require additional cofactors or substrate for expression (33).
However, there is a requirement for molecular oxygen,
which may limit use in certain field applications. Although a
single copy of gfp integrated into the bacterial chromosome
provides sufficient fluorescence

FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of a hollow-fiber type tangential-flow filtration device modified
for on-site concentration of indigenous microorganisms from groundwater. Modified from reference
121 with permission of the publisher.

intensity for visualization of individual bacteria using a
fluorescence microscope, fluorescence can be further
enhanced by integrating two tandem copies of the gfp gene
(223).
lux genes also have potential for labeling bacteria of
interest for subsurface transport studies in certain applications. luxAB genes, encoding a bacterial luciferase, are used
in the construction of "biosensor" bacteria that allow the
detection and quantification of low (nanomolar) concentrations of a number of environmental contaminants (95).
Luciferase-based biosensors make use of a light-emitting
reaction involving the oxidation of reduced riboflavin
phosphate and a fatty aldehyde to oxidized riboflavin phosphate, a fatty acid, and water (95). Because the intensity of
luminescence is directly related to the energy status of a
bacterium, information about relative metabolic activity
may also be gathered. However, a disadvantage of using lux
genes as markers in transport studies is that the light production by the bacterial luciferase is generally too weak for
microscopic identification of individual bacteria. This
problem can be overcome by using a dual gfp-luxAB marker
system, which allows monitoring of the relative energy
status and the total number of labeled bacterial populations
in environmental samples (222). Another disadvantage is

that an aldehyde substrate is required for the expression of
the gene. The latter problem may be overcome by using the
complete gene cassette luxCDABE (83), which encompasses the genes for aldehyde production.
The genetically conferred ability to facilitate the formation of ice in small droplets of water is yet another
marker of potential interest in subsurface transport studies
involving bacteria. Ice-nucleation-active (INA) bacteria, including Pseudomonas syringae, Pseudomonas fluorescens,
and Erwinia herbicola, synthesize high-molecular-weight
proteins in the outer membrane that function as nucleation
sites for the formation of ice crystals at subzero temperatures up to -2°C (128). In the absence of INA bacteria or
certain very unusual steroids, water at -2 to -5°C supercools
and remains as a liquid. The ability of P. syringae to cause
the freezing of 10-µl volumes of solution at around -5°C
formed the basis for a quick and inexpensive protocol
developed by Strong-Gunderson and Palumbo (213) for
using this bacterium as a tracer in a flow-through column
experiment. The authors report detection limits in the range
of nanograms per liter, stability over a pH range of 2 to 11,
and quantitative results within 3 min of sample collection.
Therefore, INA bacteria may be useful in providing realtime information on microbial breakthrough in

injection and recovery experiments. More recently, INA
bacteria proved useful in a 36-m microbial transport study
involving fractured, highly weathered shale saprolite (150).
Other methods of labeling microorganisms for use in in
situ and column transport studies have involved the use of
stable-isotopes-ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS). In a smallscale, forced-gradient bacterial transport study involving a
sandy aquifer in coastal Virginia, DeFlaun et al. used 13Clabeled bacteria at a high enough enrichment to allow quantitative detection in groundwater samples collected downgradient of the injection (42). Advantages of using 13C to
label microorganisms in in situ transport experiments include
its benign effect on both the microorganisms of interest and
the investigators, although the relatively high cost of stableisotope analysis may impose a practical limit on the scale of
the experiment.
Radiolabeling has been used in a number of laboratory
studies involving transport of bacteria (see, e.g., references
25, 30, 47, 68, 69, 100, 133) and viruses (136, 179) in porous
media. However, the potential hazards involving field applications of radioisotopes in microbial transport studies may
restrict their use to studies involving short-lived isotopes and
controlled-access sites. 32P, which has a half-life of only 14
days, has been used to label Escherichia coli and the
bacteriophage PRD1 in injection and recovery experiments
on the property of the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
(Chalk River, Ontario, Canada) (34) and at the U.S. Geological Survey large-scale tracer array in Falmouth, Mass. (169,
193), respectively. The advantages of using radioisotopes
include a minimal effect on cell metabolism, a high sensitivity, and a relatively low cost of analysis. Radioisotope labeling is particularly useful for in situ phage transport studies
because, unlike the standard plaque counting procedures designed to quantify the infective phage, it allows determinations of the total numbers of phage transported. Use of different radiolabels for the protein-containing virus capsid and
the enclosed genetic material allows the investigator to assess
the structural integrity of the virus during the test (160). This
is because the ratio of the two isotopes, after correcting for
radioactive decay, should change after disintegration of the
virus because the protein-containing capsid and the DNA or
RNA will have different propensities for attachment to grain
surfaces.
Because of its high specificity for detecting specific organisms, the use of PCR can alleviate the need for a priori
labeling altogether. Because probes and primers are available for the 5' noncoding region common to many viruses,
PCR has been particularly useful for detection of enteroviruses in both groundwater (2) and subsurface soil (212) to
assess their extent of subsurface transport. The major advantages of PCR are that it detects only intact nucleic acid sequences and that it can detect enteroviruses that have lost
their ability to replicate in cell cultures. Disadvantages of
using PCR to assess transport of specific enteroviruses in in
situ injection and recovery tests include its inability to distinguish between infective and noninfective viruses and its
relatively high cost. Also, it is only semiquantitative and
cannot provide the kind of high-precision data required in
many modeling applications. Recently, bacteriophage
M13mp18 was genetically modified to enhance its suitability as a tracer at a restricted field site. The genome
contained a unique identification sequence that could be
identified by a number of techniques, including PCR (41).
Construction of an E. coli strain that expresses a stable
artificial RNA from the chromosomal rrnH operon may be
useful for in situ microbial transport experiments

because the large number of stable artificial RNA products
per cell enhances signal detection (6).
DeFlaun et al. (M. F DeFlaun, M. E. Fuller, P. Zhang, W
P. Johnson, B. J. Mailloux, W E. Holben, W P. Kovacik, D.
L. Balkwill, and T C. Onstott, submitted for publication)
describe a study in which a number of the aforementioned
methods for tracking specific bacteria were applied to an
intact-core experiment. These authors compared resulting
breakthrough data for seven techniques of tracking bacteria
in transport studies involving subsurface materials, i.e.,
direct counts of fluorescently stained bacteria (78), plate
counts, microplate spectrofluorometric (58) and flowcytometric (44, 221) enumerations, ferrographic tracking
(107, 243, 244), IRMS of 13C-labeled bacteria (88), and
quantitative PCR (W P. Kovacik and W E. Holben, submitted for publication). The authors report good correlations between the effluent concentration histories for each
of the last six methods and the direct counting procedure.
However, the reported limit of detection varied considerably and ranged from 2 cells/ml for IRMS to 3 x 105
cells/ml for the microplate spectrofluorometric method. The
per-sample costs were reported to vary by at least a factor
of 10 among the different methods (DeFlaun et al., submitted). Therefore, the choice of methods for tracking bacteria in transport experiments may depend on a number of
factors including the cost, the availability of required instrumentation, and the required precision of measurement. For
laboratory-scale experiments, the minimum sample volume
required for analysis may be an important consideration.
For example, the 50 ml of sample required for 13C-IRMS
(DeFlaun et al., submitted) may preclude its use in many
column studies.
Physical and Population Heterogeneities
For bacteria, chemical and physical heterogeneity in the
aquifer collectively affect most of the factors that influence
the extent of travel in the aquifer (75). Even in relatively
homogeneous aquifer sediments composed of well-sorted
sand, physical (e.g., grain size distribution) and geochemical (e.g., mineralogical) heterogeneities cause apparent
changes in microbial transport behavior. In an injection and
recovery experiment in which a labeled indigenous bacterial population, a conservative tracer (bromide), and a particulate tracer (bacteria-sized microspheres) were coinjected into adjacent layers of a relatively homogeneous sandy
aquifer, the relative order of appearance of peak abundance
of the three constituents varied from layer to layer (80).
Substantive changes in the rates of immobilization, retardation, and apparent dispersion over short distances in the
aquifer require verification that a given observed transport
behavior is not an artifact of system heterogeneities.
Accurate modeling of microbial transport in granular
aquifers over environmentally significant distances may
necessitate both a detailed knowledge of the spatial variability in physical aquifer properties and a model that takes
that into account. A stochastic model that employed sitespecific physical variability information gathered in earlier
hydrologic studies (62, 124) was used to simulate viral
transport over a 36-m transect in a sandy aquifer (180). The
model simulations suggest that physical heterogeneity (expressed as the variance in the natural log of hydraulic conductivity, ln K) may be a major determinant of microbial
transport over environmentally relevant distances. Indeed,
very little viral transport was predicted in the absence of
physical heterogeneity. Although stochastic models de-

scribing subsurface microbial transport have yet to be validated with large-scale, three-dimensional data sets, an
excellent correlation between In K and the collision efficiency factor (α) was demonstrated for microbe-sized colloids in flow-through columns of granular media (181).
Assessment of the spatial variability of ln K for the
purposes of subsurface microbial transport modeling
requires that many labor-intensive measurements be made in
the aquifer or on core samples taken from the aquifer.
Relatively homogeneous aquifers may be characterized by K
values that vary by an order of magnitude (86), whereas
heterogeneous aquifers are characterized by K that vary by
several orders of magnitude. There are many ways to estimate hydraulic conductivity variations within granular aquifers, including permeameter assays on intact aquifer sediment cores and borehole flow meter tests (see, e.g., reference 86), as well as estimates from tracer or pump tests
using existing well networks (137, 215, 245) and from measured sediment parameters, i.e., grain size distribution, the
fractal dimension and entropy of the distributions, porosity,
soil density, and fines content (23). Although the various
methods can yield different values of K (156), the spatial
variability of K is the more critical parameter in accounting
for subsurface microbial transport on the scale of tens or
hundreds of meters using stochastic models. Noninvasive
geophysical techniques (e.g., ground-penetrating radar) (19,
20, 90) for estimating physical variability within granular
aquifers are gaining popularity. This is largely because the
methods are nondestructive and more readily yield threedimensional information about the geometry of inhomogeneities than would be possible using core analyses or
pump tests.
Another important heterogeneity that can lead to higherthan-predicted subsurface transport of microorganisms involves intrapopulation variabilities in adhesive properties.
Since the first report suggesting the existence of two subpopulations for the same bacterial strain, each possessing
distinctly different adhesive properties (200), a number of
studies have suggested that intrastrain variations in bacterial
surface properties (4, 15, 63, 204) can lead to differences in
attachment behavior. Therefore, when using a cultured bacterium in an in situ transport study, it may be useful to ascertain whether bacteria collected in the effluent of a short
(several centimeters) flow-through column of saturated,
well-defined porous media exhibit a different average
collision efficiency when passed through a second identical
column (204).

of the major transport parameters exhibited by the introduced microorganisms. When using halide tracers, it may be
necessary to consider their effects on microbial activity (67)
and on the density of the injectate cloud (124). For many
small-scale injection and recovery experiments, halide concentrations in the 100- to 200-mg • l-1 range are sufficient.
For small-scale field studies involving a pulse (slug) input,
conservative-tracer transport data may be used to help calculate microbial transport parameters as described below.
Retardation of the microbe (R), which is caused by
reversible interactions with stationary surfaces, can be determined by comparing the velocities of the peak concentration
of conservative tracer and the introduced microorganism at
sampling points downgradient from point of injection:

where Vtracer and Vmicrobe are the observed average velocities
of the peak concentrations of the tracer and the microorganism, respectively, that appear at a downgradient well.
For cases where the breakthrough curves for the microorganism and conservative tracer are dissimilar in shape or
where the curves are multipeaked, retardation may be approximated as the ratio of the times required for the arrival
of the centers of mass (estimated by numerical integration)
of the introduced microorganism and the conservative tracer
(79).
Theoretically, dispersivities of conservative solutes and
microorganisms should be similar because dispersivity is a
physical property of a porous medium (27) that determines
the degree of mixing with adjacent parcels of groundwater
along the flow path. However, the apparent longitudinal
(direction of flow) dispersion exhibited by the microorganism in granular aquifers will usually be greater than
that of the conservative tracer, because reversible interactions with grain surfaces differentially retard portions of
the microbial population relative to the conservative tracer.
On the other hand, a high degree of preferential flow path
structure in some granular aquifers can result in a greater
apparent dispersion for the conservative tracer than for the
microorganism (see, e.g., reference 164). This is because
microbial transport in the later, more heterogeneous systems
can be limited to the larger pores, resulting in a breakthrough
pattern that is less skewed than the conservative tracer.
Apparent longitudinal dispersion (aL)for the microorganisms
is sometimes estimated using a simplified one-dimensional
approach (76):

IN SITU STUDIES
Tracers
Recent in situ investigations designed to examine microbial
transport behavior in groundwater have involved the coinjection into the aquifer of the microorganism of interest with
a conservative solute tracer (usually chloride, bromide, or
iodide). Conservative tracers (nonreactive solutes) are typically used to monitor the velocity and direction or path of
groundwater flow and the degree of dispersion (spreading of
the injectate that is caused by diffusion and by mixing with
adjacent parcels of water). Dimensionless concentration histories (breakthrough curves) of the conservative tracers are
then obtained for sampling points that are downgradient and
in the path of the injectate cloud. The characteristics of the
conservative-tracer breakthrough curve can then be used
comparatively to determine some

where x1 is the distance from point of injection, ∆t is the
duration of breakthrough when C(t) > half the peak concentration, and tpeak is the time required to reach the peak
concentration. In many cases, such calculated values are
only first approximations. This is because the concentration
histories of the microorganisms often do not conform to the
assumed classical Gaussian-shaped breakthrough curves on
which the above equation is based. The above equation may
not be suitable for calculating apparent dispersion for microorganisms exhibiting highly irregular, multipeaked breakthrough curves. Apparent longitudinal dispersion may also
be calculated from three-dimensional breakthrough curves
by using the standardized first and second moments of the
spatial distributions (64). The inter-

ested reader is referred to reference 164 for a detailed
explanation of the method of using the moments approach
for determining apparent dispersivities for microorganisms
in injection and recovery studies that employ a threedimensional sampling array.
In granular aquifers, differences between the conservative-tracer and microbial breakthrough curves are due
largely to the interactions between the microorganisms and
the grain surfaces. The simplest method of accounting for
microbial attachment to surfaces is to assume that the microbial distribution between solution and solid surface is
constant. This approach assumes that attachment is always at
equilibrium and therefore that the solid/solution partitioning
of the microorganisms can be described by a single coefficient of distribution (Kd). However, judging from the protracted nature of the trailing ends of microbial breakthrough
curves relative to those of the conservative tracer in most
field tests (Fig. 3A), an equilibrium assumption usually is
not appropriate. A better approach involves consideration of
the attachment and the detachment kinetics of microorganisms being advected (carried along by fluid flow)
downgradient (133). Aquifer sediments are characterized by
many different types of attachment sites. However, it can be
useful for modeling purposes to assume that

FIGURE 3 Dimensionless concentration histories for bacteria
and bromide transported downgradient through aquifers from
the point of coinjection. (A) Natural-gradient test in a wellsorted, sandy aquifer in Cape Cod, Mass. Reprinted from
reference 21 with permission of the publisher. (B) Forcedgradient test in a fractured, granite aquifer at Chalk River
Laboratory, Ontario, Canada. Redrawn from reference 34 with
permission of the publisher.

there are two types of attachment sites. Specifically, it can
be assumed that one type of site is responsible for permanent
microbial immobilization and one type is responsible for reversible microbial attachment (76). The former type results
in attenuation of the height of the microorganism breakthrough curve (plotted as dimensionless concentration history versus time) relative to that of the conservative tracer.
The latter (weaker) type results in retardation of the center
of mass of the micro-organisms reaching the downgradient
sampling point.
The fraction of microorganisms injected into the aquifer
that become irreversibly attached (within the experimental
time frame) during transport to a downgradient sampler may
be calculated from its relative breakthrough (RB). The RB is
determined by comparing the numerical integration of the
dimensionless concentration history of the microbe to that of
the conservative tracer (78):

where Co and Tro are the respective microorganism and
conservative tracer concentrations in the injectate, C(t) and
Tr(t) are concentrations downgradient at time t, to is the time
of injection, and tf is the elapsed time from the beginning of
injection until the termination of breakthrough. The abovedescribed integrals, in most cases, may be reasonably estimated by simple numerical integration.
The RB may, in turn, be used to estimate the collision
efficiency factor. The collision efficiency factor, α, is a
parameter in filtration theory that represents the physicochemical factors that determine irreversible microbial immobileization (76):

where d is the grain size in centimeters, x1 is the travel
distance from point of injection to the sampler at which the
concentration history was monitored, θ is the porosity, and η
is the single-collector efficiency. Most often, the median
grain diameter is used for d. However, it should be noted
that characteristic diameters based on the smaller grains,
e.g., upon the arithmetic average, geometric mean, or the d10
(diameter at which 10% of the grains are smaller), have been
reported to yield results that more accurately described
bacterial transport in the different-sized porous media (140).
The latter parameter (η) is the rate at which the microorganisms strike a single sand grain divided by the rate at
which they move toward the grain and represents the
physical factors determining collision. Two clean-bed filtration models are commonly used to describe the contact of
microorganisms with stationary surfaces in granular media.
Simply put, the two models differ in how η is calculated.
The older model of Yao et at. (241) considers three types of
mechanisms by which microorganisms contact the surface,
i.e., Brownian motion, physical interception, and settling.
The model described by Rajagopalan and Tien (176)
includes the aforementioned mechanisms but also includes
close-approach effects. The latter model has been most
commonly used in the recent literature. However, the
original paper describing the latter model contains several
errors, which were clarified by Logan et al. (134, 135).
Using the model of Rajagopalan and Tien (176), the value of
η may be calculated as follows:

where As = 2(1 – p5)/w; w = 2 – 3p + 3p5 – 2p6; p = (1θ)1/3; NLo = H/9πµap2U; NR = ap/as; NG = 2ap2(ρp - ρ)g/9µU;
and NPe = 48πµasapU/kT. In the above expression, ap and as
are the respective colloid and grain radii, µ is the fluid
viscosity, U is the velocity of the groundwater, θ is the
porosity, ρ and ρp are the respective densities of the
groundwater and the microorganism, g is the acceleration
due to gravity, T is temperature (in Kelvin), k is
Boltzmann's constant (1.38 X 10-23 J/mol•K), and H is the
Hamaker constant. The value of the Hamaker constant
depends on the particular system under study. For bacteria
sorbing onto glass or quartz surfaces at room temperature,
an approximate value of 10-20 J is used (e.g., see reference
127).
Reversible types of attachment result in an increased
travel time and apparent dispersion for the microorganisms
relative to the conservative tracer. Although there is experimental evidence for the removal mechanisms (generally assumed irreversible) described by filtration theory (above),
there is also evidence that nonequilibrium reversible attachment is a common feature of microbial transport in aquifers
(76). The nonequilibrium is caused by a rate of attachment
different from the rate of detachment and can be accounted
for by using different attachment and detachment rate constants in modified advection-dispersion models describing
microbial transport in porous media. The development of
specific models for describing microbial transport through
aquifer material is beyond the scope of this chapter. The
interested reader is referred to references 115 and 131 for
discussions of kinetic modeling of microbial transport
through saturated granular media, to reference 76 for a
discussion of how filtration theory and mathematical descriptions of reversible attachment can be coupled with a
hydrologic transport (advection-dispersion) model to describe small-scale field results, to reference 180 for a description of a stochastic (probabilistic) model describing
viral transport on a substantive field scale, to reference 170
for a comparison of models with kinetic and equilibrium
adsorption, to reference 126 for discussions of how to
model a number of bacterial transport processes in heterogeneous porous media, including cell diffusion, aggregation, localization of microbial growth sites, and long-term
survival, to reference 89 for an evaluation of a model using
laboratory data, to reference 159 for an overview of current
approaches used to represent physicochemical and biological process in porous media, to reference 214 for a
description of modeling of microbial transport in dual porosity media, to reference 50 for a description of how
random-walk calculations can be used to describe bacterial
migration in porous media, to reference 217 for a discussion
of biomass transport in the presence of utilizable substrate,
and to reference 91 for discussions of subsurface microbial
fate and transport models.
In addition to providing a framework within which the
transport behavior of microorganisms can be evaluated,
conservative tracers can be useful for supplying information
about movement of the injectate cloud within sampling
arrays. This information facilitates a sampling protocol that
will allow the capture of most of the microbial breakthrough. However, the usefulness of conservative tracers in
this regard depends on the type of aquifer in which the experiment is run. For homogeneous zones of sandy aquifers,
dimensionless concentration histories of the conser-

vative tracer can be similar to those of the bacteria or viruses
coinjected with it (Fig. 3A) (11, 76). In general, physical
heterogeneity of the system increases the dissimilarity between the breakthrough curves of the conservative tracer and
the microorganisms (55, 76, 80). For aquifers characterized
by fracture-flow, arrival of peak microbial concentration at a
downgradient sampling point can greatly precede that of the
conservative tracer (Fig. 313). This is because the microorganisms are largely confined to the major flow paths (fractures) and therefore are subject to an average travel path
much shorter than that of the conservative tracer. In extreme
cases, microbial breakthrough at downgradient sampling
points terminates before arrival of measurable tracer concentrations. Because the pore volumes available for transport
of microorganisms and solutes can be quite different in
highly fractured aquifers, conservative tracers are less useful
in providing real-time information about how and where to
sample and in providing a comparative reference for determining microbial transport parameters.
The degrees of similarity between the microbial and
solute tracer breakthrough curves are also influenced by the
size and surface chemistry of the microorganism being evaluated. For example, substantial retardation of aquifer flagellates (protozoa) relative to bromide was observed for transport in a well-sorted, sandy aquifer where retardation of indigenous bacteria is generally not observed (79). Earlier tests
with different sizes (diameter, 0.23 to 1.35 µm) and types of
microspheres revealed that the reactivity of the surface was a
much stronger determinant of retardation than the size (78).
Microspheres have been useful as particulate tracers to
study the effect of cell size and surface characteristics on
microbial transport behavior in sandy aquifer sediments because they are physically and chemically well defined. Microspheres also can serve as tracers for contamination of
subsurface core material by nonindigenous bacteria (see
chapter 64) (37). However, the transport properties of microspheres in porous media can differ from those of microorganisms. For example, it has been shown that the degrees
of retardation, apparent dispersion, and immobilization exhibited by various types of commercially available microspheres differ from those exhibited by bacteria (78). On the
other hand, 2-µm-diameter carboxylated microspheres exhibit similar transport properties to groundwater flagellates
(protozoa) in an injection and recovery experiment performed in a sand and gravel aquifer (79). Fluorescent microspheres are easy to detect and, in groundwater samples with
low turbidity, can be enumerated efficiently by using either
computer-coupled image analysis or flow cytometry (16).
The latter method may be adapted for online enumeration of
microspheres in flow-through columns of porous media
(161) or for enumeration of microspheres in field tracer tests
(114a, 162).
Natural- and Forced-Gradient Tracer Tests
Several different types of injection and recovery tests have
been used to investigate microbial transport in situ (Fig. 4).
Forced-gradient tests are ones in which the flow field is
controlled by high-volume pumping at the point of injection, the point of withdrawal, or both. Forced-gradient tests
have the advantage of substantially shortening the time
frame required to obtain complete breakthrough of the injected constituents. They have been used in granular aquifers to
study the transport behavior of bacteria (42, 78), viruses
(12), and yeasts (239). However, this type of

FIGURE 4 Schematic depiction of experimental designs for small- to intermediate-scale injection
and recovery investigations examining microbial transport behavior in aquifers. (A) Divergent,
forced-gradient test. (B) Convergent, forced-gradient test. (C) Doublet cell, forced-gradient test. (D)
Natural-gradient test. Modified from reference 21 with permission of the publisher.

test is particularly well suited for microbial transport
studies in aquifers characterized by fracture-flow, because
the sampling wells do not have to be placed immediately
downgradient. Forced-gradient tests have also been used in
aquifers characterized by fractured clay and crystalline rock
to study the transport behavior of viruses (149) and bacteria
(34). A disadvantage of forced-gradient tests is that the
flow field is nonuniform and therefore more difficult to
model.
Divergent-tracer tests involve a quick addition of a
known quantity of microorganisms and conservative tracer
to a continuous stream of groundwater being injected back

into the aquifer. This setup produces radially divergent flow
and forces the gradient in all directions (Fig. 4A). Because
of the high degree of forced dispersion, the distance over
which the injectate can be monitored is limited. A convergent test can be performed by continuous withdrawal at
the sampling well (Fig. 4B). The advantage of the convergent test is that, theoretically, the entire mass of conservative tracer is recovered at the sampling well. This
makes it possible to do a true mass balance on both the conservative tracer and the microorganisms. A variation of the
simple convergent test is the doublet cell (Fig. 4C), in which
an injection is made within the flow field created

by a coupled continuous groundwater injection and withdrawal.
The result is a flow field that can be controlled over moderate
distances. The latter method is particularly useful for simulating
conditions that may result during engineered remediation of
contaminated aquifers.
In natural-gradient tests (Fig. 4D), the injectate is added slowly
to the aquifer and the natural flow of groundwater advects the
injectate cloud past rows of multilevel samplers (MLS) placed in
rows perpendicular to the flow path. Natural-gradient tests are
best suited for sandy aquifers, where the flow direction can be
predicted within reasonable limits and where the water table is
shallow enough to permit the use of peristaltic pumps to sample
water from each level of the MLS. The construction and use of
MLS are discussed by Pickens et al. (168) and Smith et al. (208).
For small-scale experiments, the individual MLS within the
downgradient rows should be as close as possible. As a practical
working-limit, MLS installed using hollow-stem auger drill rigs
(see chapter 64) cannot be placed much closer than I in.
Transport tests can also be designed using a non-point-source
addition and sampling points that line along a transect parallel to
the longitudinal axis of the source at some fixed distance
downgradient. A non-point-source design was used to assess the
efficacy of artificial recharge to remove MS2 and PRD1
bacteriophages added to an elongated recharge basin in
Castricum, The Netherlands. A trench- to-trench bacteriophage
(MS2 and PRD1) transport experiment, also involving MS2 and
PRD1, was conducted in weathered, fractured clay till in Ontario,
Canada (149). Both field-scale experiments were facilitated by low
groundwater temperatures (7 and 10'C, respectively), which
greatly diminished temperature-dependent virus inactivation. An
advantage of this type of test is that transport behavior over
several parallel flow paths of similar distance is observed and
information about the effects of field-scale heterogeneity on
microbial transport can be gathered (197).
The quantity of microorganisms needed to conduct an
injection and recovery experiment depends on the type of
injection test to be run, travel distance, type of microorganism
(and associated minimum level of detection), and aquifer
characteristics. In general, the divergent- tracer (Fig. 4A) test will
require the largest number of microorganisms. The radially
divergent flow field in this type of test results in decreases in
microbial concentration that are proportional to the square of the
travel distance. This is, of course, in addition to losses from
solution due to immobilization at solid surfaces. Natural-gradient
experiments (Fig. 4D) often require the smallest number of
microorganisms. This is because of the absence of forced
dispersion caused by forced-gradient conditions and/or of large
dilution factors at the point of collection. If the physical
parameters (flow direction, velocity, dispersivities, porosity, grain
size distribution, and injection and sampling point coordinates)
are known and the aquifer is relatively homogeneous, a rough
estimate of the number of microorganisms required for the test
may be obtained by first calculating the degree of dilution that
would occur along the experimental flow path as a result of
dispersion and then applying a filtration factor.
The degree of dilution due to dispersion or to sampling at
some distance from the travel path taken by the center of
injectate mass may be roughly estimated by

where C is the concentration at time t; C, and V, are the respective
initial (injectate) concentration and volume; a is the porosity; x is
the distance in the direction of flow; y is the distance in the
horizontal transverse direction; z is the distance in the vertical
transverse direction; D, D, and D, are the coefficients of
dispersion in the x, y, and z directions, respectively; and v is the
flow velocity. This expression is a modified solution of the
well-known advection-dispersion equation (57), i.e.,

Because local heterogeneities can substantively affect the values of
the above-listed aquifer properties, it is almost always preferable
to run an initial test with conservative tracers (as described in the
preceding section). The resulting information on the flow
direction and dispersivities in the test zone can be used to adjust
the required volume of a subsequent coinjection involving
microorganisms and tracers. Increasing the volume of the
injectate results in both a decreased dispersion effect and a larger
injectate cloud. The latter can often compensate for downgradient
sampling points that do not lie along the trajectory taken by the
center of mass.
The degree of immobilization experienced by microorganisms
as they travel along the experimental flow path is difficult to
estimate without a priori information derived from earlier in situ
tests or from flow-through column experiments. For bacteria, the
loss of organisms due to interaction with grain surfaces in sandy
aquifer sediments can be at least I log unit per 10 in of travel (76).
Consequently, for small-scale (:~;Io in) natural-gradient injection
and recovery tests, a minimum fluorescently stained bacterial
population of 106 to 107 . MI-I suspended in an injectate volume of
100 to 200 liters (76, 78) would be required to obtain an accurate
concentration history at the downgradient samplers by using an
epifluorescence direct-counting procedure (e.g., see reference 87).
The level of detection, which is an important determinant of the
required number of labeled bacteria in the injectate, is controlled
largely by the quantity of suspended particulate matter in the
groundwater. This is because the number of suspended
particulates determines the volume that may be filtered for the
direct enumeration procedure. For viruses, a loss of at least I log
unit over the first I in of travel is often observed (12, 169).
Schijven et al. (197) reported a 3-log-unit decline in bacteriophage
within the first 2.4 in of travel through sandy aquifer sediment.
However, for some heterogeneous aquifers characterized by high
groundwater velocities, <1-log unit declines in phage over travel
distances of many meters have been documented (114b, 190).

LABORATORY STUDIES
Flow-through Columns

Packing of large columns with subsurface sediments can be
problematic because of a rearrangement of pore structure.
Columns prepared with the aid of vibratory compaction can
suffer from mechanically induced radial segregation

(i.e., a greater proportion of coarser grains at the column
periphery) (187) and large columns packed with the aid of a
vibration-free packer can suffer from longitudinal grain size
segregation (80). A device that allows an improved degree of
control over the dry packing of columns is described by Stauffer
and Dracos (209). Wet-packing procedures (see, e.g., reference
103) are most often used in flow-through column experiments
involving microbial transport. However, manual wet-packing
procedures are not artifact free, judging from differences in
apparent transport behavior of a polydispersed mixture of
different-sized microspheres among replicate wet-packed columns
(80). In several microbial transport studies (55, 130, 198),
problems associated with spatial fractionation of grain sizes have
been ameliorated by the use of smaller-diameter, shorter columns
packed with sieved (prefractionated) sand. Sterilization of
columns can also lead to alterations of pore structure. In
particular, autoclaving porous subsurface material can lead to a
reduction in the surface area of clays available for adhesion and
even alterations in pore surface charge. This can result in
decreased microbial penetration rates within the column relative
to those in which dry heat sterilization procedures were used (97).
In addition to the packing procedure, the importance of
excluding air bubbles and maintaining saturated conditions cannot
be overemphasized. This is because the presence of gas bubbles
can change the hydraulic properties of the column and serve as
highly efficient collectors for bacteria traveling through the
column. The entrapment of negatively charged bacteria and
viruses within gas/water interfaces in unsaturated porous media as
a result of strong forces (surface tension) and electrostatic
interactions is a well-documented phenomenon (101, 171, 195,
232, 233). Porous-medium columns may be voided of air pockets
by an initial displacement of the intergranular gases with carbon
dioxide, which can subsequently be voided from the system by
sequentially passing solutions of calcium sulfate and degassed
groundwater through the column (79). Although many saturated
columns of subsurface material have been successfully run in the
downflow mode (see, e.g., references 8 and 9), they are more
commonly run in the upflow mode to prevent desaturation during
the time course of the experiment. Columns run in a vertical
position result in the flow direction and gravitational force acting
along the same axis and may result in an overemphasis on
sedimentation (148). This problem can be overcome by using a
slight column inclination (e.g., 10') (Fig. 5A) from the horizontal
(80). The Mariot siphon provides an inexpensive constant head
but is limited in terms of control. Fortunately, some
microprocessor-controlled piston pumps can deliver accurately
and steadily at volumetric flow rates low enough (e.g., several
milliliters per hour) to produce environmentally relevant flow
velocities within packed columns.
Temperature can be an important factor in bacterial motility
(125, 146), in attachment of microorganisms to surfaces, and in
the inactivation rates of viruses (7, 242). Therefore, it is important
that column and fluid temperatures are reasonably close to that of
the aquifer in which the subsurface material was collected.
Aquifers are thermally buffered and consequently are
characterized by near constant temperatures. The most effective
method of conducting a column experiment at constant
temperature is to place the whole experimental assembly (column,
reservoir, pump, collector, and tubing) in an environmental

control room or large refrigerated incubator that is set to the
temperature of the aquifer.
Flow-through columns also are useful in investigations of
microbial transport behavior in the vadose zone and in surface
soils. However, maintaining constant degrees of saturation in
subsurface sediments during unsaturated- flow conditions in a
flow-through column can be problematic. Flow in a series of
unsaturated columns can be controlled by application of a partial
vacuum evenly to the effluent end of the columns (Fig. 5B).
Static Columns

Static minicolumns are particularly well suited for studies of
microbial attachment, taxis and chemotaxis, and survival behavior
in the presence of saturated subsurface media (119, 182, 184, 198,
201). Their small size facilitates the use of replicate systems and
reduces the packing-related problems inherent in the use of larger
columns. The absence of flow precludes hydrodynamic boundary
layers which suspended microorganisms would otherwise have to
cross to reach the surface. This simplifies the interpretation of
microbial attachment kinetics, so that the effects of varying
chemical, physical, and physiological conditions on attachment
behavior in the presence of subsurface material can be more
easily assessed.
Pore structure rearrangement during the sampling and
repacking of subsurface material can be largely avoided in column
experiments involving bacterial penetration through porous rock.
This is because cores of consolidated material can be removed
and handled intact for use in either flow-through or static
minicolumn experiments. A number of laboratory investigations
involving bacterial penetration through low-permeability (<0.7
gm'), consolidated subsurface material have been performed using
Berea sandstone (35, 94, 98, 157, 175), which is relatively
homogeneous and available in a variety of permeability classes
(148). Bacterial growth or taxis through sandstone may be
assessed by using a device consisting of a stagnant nutrientsaturated sandstone core connecting two flasks, one containing
sterile nutrient broth and the other containing the bacterium of
interest (94, 98) (Fig. 5Q. The appearance of bacteria in the sterile
flask establishes the time required for migration through the
connecting sandstone, although differences in methods of
detection (e.g., turbidity versus viable counts) can yield substantial
differences in apparent travel times (35). A more thorough
discussion of investigations involving growth, tactic, and
chemotactic migration through sandstone is provided by
McInerney (148).
Tank Experiments
Two- and three-dimensional sand tank experiments can be used,

in part, to bridge the gap between column- and field scale
experiments involving microbial transport through saturated
porous media. Sand tanks are typically constructed on the scale of
I to 10 in in length and are commonly used to study the potential
of physicochemical and biological remediation of xenobiotic
compounds that contaminate granular media in the subsurface
(see, e.g., references 54, 104, 113, 154, and 155). However, they
can also be helpful for simulating the effects of physical (e.g.,
grain size distribution) or geochemical (e.g., mineralogical)
heterogeneity on subsurface bacterial transport behavior. This
may be accomplished by the creation of structured heterogeneity
within the tank. Two-dimensional tanks can be instrumented with
sampling ports in a manner that has a minimal effect on flow
through the tank. This can be ac

FIGURE 5 Experimental apparatuses for conducting laboratory-scale studies of microbial transport
behavior in saturated subsurface media. (A) Upflow column at a slight incline to the horizontal,
employing a pressure-sensitive, high-precision piston pump to supply a constant head. (B)
Experimental apparatus for assessing bacterial transport in porous media as a function of water content
(100). Redrawn from reference with permission of the publisher. (C) Experimental setup for examining
microbial transport behavior through consolidated materials under static conditions. Modified from
reference 98 with permission of the American Society for Microbiology.
complished by embedding the sampling ports along a twodimensional grid within one or both longitudinal walls. The walls
are often constructed from a clear plastic material, which
facilitates the creation of layered heterogeneity (93).

Measurements of Bacterial Adhesion and Cell
Characteristics

An important determinant of the subsurface transport behavior
of bacteria is their interaction with the solid aquifer material,
which in turn depends on the physicochemical

properties of the bacteria. Accordingly, various physicochemical
characterizations of bacteria and studies of their adhesion to
solids and to the air/water interface have been conducted to
better understand bacterial transport behavior in porous media.
Experimental systems used in adhesion studies need to be
designed in a manner that permits careful control of the
hydrodynamic conditions so that subsequent mass transfer
calculations are accurate. Systems to study bacterial adhesion to
solids include batch incubations of microscope slides (184),
rotating disks (142), microscope flow cells (206), and impinging
jet systems (40). Micro

scope micromodels (232), bubble tubes (22, 195), and quiescent
water surfaces (195) were used to quantify bacterial accumulation
at the air/water interface. The collision efficiency (a) can be
estimated as the ratio of the observed extent of bacterial adhesion
to the calculated mass transfer to the surface. However, instead of
being calculated, the mass transfer can be determined directly in
control adhesion experiments performed under the most
favorable conditions for adhesion (where a- is assumed to
approach unity). For instance, to verify mass transfer calculations
in a rotating-disk system, Martin and Bouwer (142) included an
adhesion experiment with their test bacteria and an oppositely
charged surface and Rijnaarts et al. (185) used ionic strengths of
0.1 M to achieve maximum adhesion by diminishing electrostatic
repulsion. However, considerable caution is needed in this
approach. For example, Jucker et al. (I It) have shown that
repulsion originating from the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) layer
could cause a for a positively charged bacterium attaching to
negatively charged glass to be considerably below unity even
though calculated interaction forces were strongly attractive. For a
description and critical evaluation of methods to study bacterial
adhesion, the reader is referred to reference 26. These authors
strongly favor the use of parallel-plate microscope flow cells
because of the good control of the system hydrodynamics and the
bacterial transfer rate, the possibility to observe adhesion and
detachment of individual cells directly and without artifact-prone
manipulations, and the ability to recognize nonrandom
attachment patterns indicative of processes such as substratum
blocking, ripening, or coadhesion of microbial pairs.
Collision efficiencies obtained in adhesion experiments can
theoretically be used to predict bacterial removal in any porous
medium for which reliable mass transfer calculations can be made.
However, we are unaware of studies that have succeeded in a
priori prediction (simulation) of bacterial transport in aquifer
materials based on independently determined collision
efficiencies. This is possibly due to the lack Of sufficiently reliable
mass transfer models and to the difficulty in mimicking the
chemistry and surface topography of aquifer materials with model
materials that can be used in adhesion experiments. Frequently,
flat glass or polymeric materials were used to imitate mineral
surfaces and organic matter coatings. Only a few studies included
both adhesion experiments under controlled hydrodynamic
conditions and transport experiments in porous media (110, 184).
Rijnaarts et al. (184) compared the adhesion of 11 bacterial strains
to glass and Teflon under diffusion controlled conditions in batch
incubations and under convective diffusion in columns containing
spheres of these materials. For 7 of 11 strains they found roughly
four times more adhesion with both materials in the column
system, which could be attributed to the more efficient mass
transfer by convective diffusion as opposed to diffusion in the
batch system. However, even in these simple experiments with
solids of identical chemical composition and topography, three of
the bacteria exhibited increased attachment in columns that
coincided with deviating cell properties such as an exceptionally
high aspect ratio of one of the strains, a high tendency of a second
strain to detach before microscopic enumeration, and aggregation
of a third strain. Decreased attachment was observed for a strain
that possessed a polymer capsule. Hence, it appears that at
present, independently determined collision efficiencies do not
always allow one to a priori predict bacterial transport even in
systems of well-characterized flow. The transferability of

collision efficiencies obtained with air/water interfaces to
bacterial transport in unsaturated porous materials is even more
questionable because of additional uncertainties about the
dimension of the air/water and the water/solid interfaces and the
distribution of mobile and immobile water in vadose systems
(196). These limitations neither impair the general value of
adhesion experiments to predict relative differences in the
transport behavior of various bacteria in a given system nor
contradict with general correlations between physicochemical
properties of bacteria and their transport behaviors.
Two distinct physicochemcal approaches have been applied to
bacterial adhesion in the 1980s. A thermodynamic approach
assumes direct contact between a surface and an adhering
bacterium and describes bacterial adhesion in terms of a
comparison of interfacial free energies between the interacting
surfaces (3). The DLVO theory of colloidal stability calculates
attractive Lifshitz-van der Waals and attractive or repulsive
electrostatic interactions as a function of the separation distance
(192). However, obvious deficiencies of both approaches, the
neglect of obviously existing electrostatic contributions by the
thermodynamic approach and the inability of the DLVO theory
to explain influences of the hydrophobicity of bacteria and solids,
have fostered the general acceptance of an extended DLVO
theory that includes short-range Lewis acid-base (hydrophobic)
interactions (230). Bacterial characteristics entering into these
calculations include the cell radius (electrostatic, Lifshitz-van der
Waals interactions), the Hamaker constant of bacteria
(Lifshitz-van der Waals interactions), the zeta potential
(electrostatic interactions), and the surface free energy, which can
be split into apolar and electron-donating/electron-accepting
components (hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions).
Cell radii are measured either by dynamic light scattering (174)
or microscopically, whereby, e.g., a geometric mean radius R, =
0.5 (wwl)1/3, where w and l are the width and the length, respectively,
of the bacterium, has been used for rod-shaped bacteria (195).
Bacterial zeta potentials are usually obtained by laser-Doppler
velocimetry. Approximations of Hamaker constants of bacterial
surfaces can be obtained from the Lifshitz-van der Waals
interaction energy as calculated from contact angle measurements
(26). However, reported ranges of Hamaker constants of standard
biological materials (163) which neglect individual bacterial
differences have often been used instead (184). Surface free
energies are obtained by contact angle measurements (229)
performed on layers of bacteria (obtained, for example, by
filtration). Individual components of the surface free energy can
be analyzed by measuring contact angles with at least three liquids
of different polarities (228).
It should be noted, however, that some bacteria are far from
being ideal colloidal particles with perfectly smooth surfaces as
required by the extended DLVO theory and thus, not
surprisingly, considerable discrepancies between predictions and
the actual adhesion behavior have been observed. Recently, these
surface irregularities have been studied by atomic force
microscopy (3 1). In a detailed study of the influence of the
chemistry and topography of LPS layers on bacterial adhesion
(108, 110, 111), it was suggested that irregular, compressible LPS
coats can give rise to efficient and strongly irreversible adhesion
to mineral surfaces that is mediated by hydrogen bonds between
polysaccharides and mineral oxides and/or chemisorbed water,
whereas rigid, smooth LPS layers may prevent bacterial adhesion
even when the extended DLVO forces are strongly

attractive. Inclusion of repulsive and attractive polymer interactions into an even further extended DLVO theory could
account for some hitherto unexplained adhesion phenomena.
However, the fact that the new theory comprises now five
distinct forces with different decay functions led the authors to
conclude that it is uncertain whether bacteria can be
characterized rigorously enough for a reliable a priori prediction
of adhesion (I Il).

CONCLUSIONS
Although microorganisms were first introduced into
groundwater as tracers to gain information about the hydrology
of complex groundwater environments, interest has clearly
shifted to the transport behavior of the microorganisms
themselves. Much of the emphasis over the last two decades has
focused on column experiments because of the interpretational
and technical difficulties of conducting subsurface microbial
transport investigations in the field. As a consequence, the
development of methodology for conducting controlled field
transport investigations has lagged behind that of laboratory
experiments. Flow-through- and static-column investigations
offer the ability to achieve a degree of control not possible in the
field. As described herein, methodology for studying specific
controls of microbial transport in laboratory porous media is
improving as techniques for accurately controlling flow at low
(environmentally relevant) rates, isolating specific controlling
factors, and quantifying the microorganisms of interest become
more sophisticated. However, there is also a growing realization
that processes controlling subsurface microbial transport
behavior are interrelated and can be operative on spatial and
temporal scales not conducive to laboratory Study. This is
leading to more field-scale experiments and to research programs
that involve a combination of field and laboratory Studies. Most
controlled field investigations Of Subsurface microbial transport
are conducted on limited spatial scales relative to the scales of
interest to those concerned with pathogen transport to water
supply wells, with microbially enhanced oil recovery from
petroleum reservoirs, and with the feasibility of using introduced
bacteria for aquifer restoration. However, continued advances in
our understanding of microbial transport behavior as a result of
ongoing laboratory and small-scale field investigations will
facilitate future large-scale field experiments. This, in turn, will
allow testing of more accurate models capable of describing
subsurface microbial transport over considerable distances.
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